
High-Speed CameraHigh-Speed Camera
VisionVision

Specifically designed for watchmakers to meet the technical demands of the industry, this bench-Specifically designed for watchmakers to meet the technical demands of the industry, this bench-
top High-Speed Camera provides a detailed and slowed-down view of moving components.top High-Speed Camera provides a detailed and slowed-down view of moving components.
Delve meticulously into the intricacies of horological mechanics with high-speed imagingDelve meticulously into the intricacies of horological mechanics with high-speed imaging
technology that highlights the inherent precision of each element in motion.technology that highlights the inherent precision of each element in motion.
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High-Speed CameraHigh-Speed Camera
VisionVision

VISIONVISION Acquisition speeds: 200, 500, 1000, and 2000 FPSAcquisition speeds: 200, 500, 1000, and 2000 FPS
Playback speeds: 1, 2, 5, 10, 20, and 30 FPSPlayback speeds: 1, 2, 5, 10, 20, and 30 FPS
Image resolutions:Image resolutions:
200 FPS: 2048 x 920 pixels200 FPS: 2048 x 920 pixels
500 FPS: 2048 x 360 pixels500 FPS: 2048 x 360 pixels
1000 FPS: 2048 x 180 pixels1000 FPS: 2048 x 180 pixels
2000 FPS: 2048 x 80 pixels2000 FPS: 2048 x 80 pixels

Adjustable lens with zoom, focus, and aperture settings.Adjustable lens with zoom, focus, and aperture settings.
Manual amplitude measurement tool.Manual amplitude measurement tool.
Adjustable optical and digital zooms.Adjustable optical and digital zooms.
Integrated ring LED lighting.Integrated ring LED lighting.

DEVICEDEVICE Material: Anodized aluminum.Material: Anodized aluminum.
Finishes: Brushed and satin.Finishes: Brushed and satin.
Dimensions: 150mm x 150mm x 250mm (L x W x H).Dimensions: 150mm x 150mm x 250mm (L x W x H).
Options: Mounting for movements, XY translation table.Options: Mounting for movements, XY translation table.
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